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ABSTRACT
The interactions among objects in a mean motion resonance are important for the orbital evolution
of satellites and rings, especially Saturn’s ring arcs and associated moons. In this work, we examine
interactions among massive bodies in the same corotation eccentricity resonance site that affect the
orbital evolution of those bodies using numerical simulations. During these simulations, the bodies
exchange angular momentum and energy during close encounters, altering their orbits. This energy
exchange, however, does not mean that one body necessarily moves closer to exact corotation when
the other moves away from it. Indeed, if one object moves towards one of these sites, the other object
is equally likely to move towards or away from it. This happens because the timescale of these close
encounters is short compared to the synodic period between these particles and the secondary mass
(i.e., the timescale where corotation sites can be treated as potential maxima). Because the timescale
of a gravitational encounter is comparable to the timescale of a collision, we could expect energy to be
exchanged in a similar way for collisional interactions. In that case, these findings could be relevant
for denser systems like the arcs in Neptune’s Adams ring and how they can be maintained in the face
of frequent inelastic collisions.
Keywords: planets and satellites: rings
1. INTRODUCTION
In our solar system, both Saturn and Neptune have
ring arcs. Saturn’s ring arcs are confined longitudinally
due to corotation eccentricity resonances with Saturn’s
moon Mimas: Aegaeon and its ring arc are in a 7:6 coro-
tation resonance with Mimas (Hedman et al. 2007, 2010)
(see Figure 1), Anthe and its ring arc are in a 10:11
corotation resonance with Mimas (Cooper et al. 2008;
Hedman et al. 2009), while Methone and its ring arc
are in a 14:15 corotation resonance with Mimas (Spitale
et al. 2006; Hedman et al. 2009). Neptune’s ring arcs
are also confined longitudinally (Smith et al. 1989) and
move at rates close to a 42:43 corotation resonance with
Galatea, which may be the explanation for their con-
finement (Goldreich et al. 1986; Porco 1991; Namouni
& Porco 2002). Deviations from this exact rate, how-
ever, could support other explanations, like the pres-
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ence of undetected co-orbital satellites (Salo & Hanni-
nen 1998; Renner et al. 2014) or a three-body resonance
with Galatea and Larissa (Showalter et al. 2017).
The interactions among objects in a mean motion res-
onance are important for the orbital evolution of satel-
lites and rings. For example, multiple authors have
looked at the importance of the nearby Lindblad res-
onance in maintaining energy among ring arc particles,
since we would otherwise expect energy to dissipate due
to collisions (Goldreich et al. 1986; Porco 1991; Namouni
& Porco 2002). Thus far, however, there have not been
detailed investigations of interactions of multiple bodies
within a corotation resonance. Recent work has focused
instead on the motions of individual objects in these
resonances. For example, El Moutamid et al. (2014)
developed the CoraLin model providing a description
of a time-averaged Hamiltonian of the three-body sys-
tem and showed that intermediate distances between
the corotation and Lindblad resonances yield a region of
chaotic motion. El Moutamid et al. (2017) then studied
the capture of massless particles into corotation eccen-
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2Figure 1. The geometry of a corotation eccentricity reso-
nance. In the corotating frame of each of six fixed points of
the 7:6 corotation eccentricity resonance with Mimas, Mimas
traces out a rounded hexagonal shape (blue). This creates six
corotation sites where material can become trapped (within
the gray boundaries). Aegaeon’s ring arc consists of trapped
material in just one of the six corotation sites (within the
orange boundary). For illustration purposes, we have ex-
aggerated the eccentricity of Mimas by about a factor of 2
and we have stretched the radial boundaries of the corota-
tion sites as well as the distances the ring arc particles appear
from the semi-major axis of the fixed point (using a nonlinear
function). The real width and length of the corotation sites
are defined in Equations 7 and 8. The positions of Mimas
(magenta) and the ring arc bodies (royal blue for the equal-
mass bodies and red for the larger-mass body) depicted here
are from their initial positions in one of our simulations (see
Section 3). The phase space plots in other figures are para-
metric projections of the single corotation site with the ring
arc bodies.
tricity resonances. Mun˜oz-Gutie´rrez & Giuliatti Winter
(2017) performed a study on the long-term evolution
(105 years) of Saturn’s moons Aegaeon, Methone, An-
the, and Pallene. Sun et al. (2017) looked at the dynam-
ics of small particles in corotation resonances with Anthe
and Methone. Madeira et al. (2018) examined the in-
fluence of Aegaeon on µm-sized dust particles, acknowl-
edging that larger particles (cm- to m-sized) could also
be present. Although these last studies have discussed
satellite perturbations on dust, no study has explored
mutual interactions between ring arc bodies. In this
work, we consider how interactions among massive bod-
ies in the same corotation eccentricity resonance site af-
fect their orbital evolution on short timescales. We find
that the time-averaged Hamiltonian that is so useful for
describing three-body motion is no longer appropriate
for mutual encounters, which has implications for the
stability of arcs where such interactions are common.
In Section 2, we cover the background of the three-
body problem where the third body is in a corotation
eccentricity resonance with the secondary body. In Sec-
tion 3, we describe how we use numerical simulations to
investigate the interactions between two or more mas-
sive bodies trapped in the same corotation resonance. In
Section 4, we consider what happens when two or more
massive bodies share the same corotation resonance site.
In Section 5, we describe the results of these simulations,
which demonstrate that the time-averaged energy defin-
ing the corotation resonance is not conserved.
2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we review mean motion resonances
around an oblate primary, body 1, and then discuss
the dynamics of the three-body problem where the sec-
ondary, body 2, holds a third body, body 3, in a coro-
tation eccentricity resonance. We assume a hierarchical
system in which M1 M2 M3.
Mean motion resonances occur when the orbital mo-
tions of two objects in orbit around a primary body
are commensurate with each other. For objects in or-
bit around giant planets, however, the planet’s oblate-
ness splits each resonance into multiple sub-resonances
of different types. For a test particle orbiting around an
oblate central mass, the gravitational potential is
V = −GM1
r
[
1−
∞∑
i=1
J2i
(
R
r
)2i
P2i (sinα)
]
(1)
where G is the gravitational constant, M1 is the mass of
the primary body, r is the distance between the test par-
ticle and the center of M1, the J2i terms are zonal grav-
ity harmonic coefficients, and the P2i terms are Legendre
polynomials in sinα, where the angle α is measured from
the equatorial plane of the primary body. These terms
in the potential alter the expressions for the particle’s
mean motion n and radial epicyclic frequency κ (Murray
& Dermott 1999; Renner & Sicardy 2006):
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where a is the semi-major axis of the test particle. These
extra terms in n and κ cause the locations of resonances
with a secondary mass to split. Specifically, for any
integer j, a Lindblad eccentricity resonance occurs where
jnLER = (j + 1)n2 − $˙LER (4)
3while the corresponding corotation eccentricity reso-
nance occurs where
jnCER = (j + 1)n2 − $˙2 (5)
since the pericenter precession rate is given by
$˙ = n− κ (6)
Corotation eccentricity resonances exist when the per-
turbing body has non-zero eccentricity. The eccentricity
of Mimas, e = 0.0196 (Jacobson 2010), for example, is
enough to provide large corotation sites for Aegaeon,
Anthe, and Methone. The main effect of the corota-
tion resonance is to drive oscillations in the perturbed
body’s semi-major axis and mean longitude around a
series of points where Equation 5 is exactly satisfied.
These points correspond to j equally-spaced corotating
longitudes λCER at the same semi-major axis aCER.
It is useful to depict this motion as well as a body’s
location with a phase space of corotating longitude vs.
semi-major axis, as shown in Figure 2. In this phase
space, bodies in the corotation resonance follow quasi-
elliptical trajectories. The center of the “ellipse” is the
phase space location of exact corotation resonance. This
is a local potential maximum in a field that is time-
averaged over the synodic period between the secondary
and tertiary bodies (Goldreich et al. 1986; Sicardy 1991;
Porco et al. 1995; Namouni & Porco 2002).
The width of a corotation eccentricity resonance (hor-
izontal distance in Figure 2), for sufficiently large j, can
be approximated as (El Moutamid et al. 2014)
WCER ' 4.136
√
|j|e2M2
M1
a3CER
a2
(7)
where aCER is the semi-major axis of the corotation ec-
centricity resonance, a2 is the semi-major axis of the
secondary body, e2 is the eccentricity of the secondary,
M2 is the mass of the secondary, M1 is the mass of the
primary (central) body, and the coefficient 4.136 has ab-
sorbed constants as well as combinations of Laplace co-
efficients (Brouwer & Clemence 1961).
The length of the corotation eccentricity resonance
(vertical distance in Figure 2), measured in degrees, is
simply
LCER =
360◦
|j| (8)
for an inner resonance (replace |j| with |j + 1| for an
outer resonance). From the width and length, the re-
sulting boundary of the corotation resonance can then
be approximated as an ellipse. We can calculate a nor-
malized distance s from exact resonance in phase space
Figure 2. A body in a corotation resonance traces out a
quasi-elliptical path in phase space, moving in the clockwise
direction. The paths traced out in phase space seen here are
from separate 4-year simulations in which the third body is
initially placed 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and then 30 degrees of
mean longitude behind the exact corotating longitude, and
at aCER = 167506.5 km. The dashed ellipse marks an ap-
proximate boundary for the corotation resonance, though it
can be seen that near the fringe of the resonance site bodies
trace out paths that resemble an American football rather
than an ellipse. The curves do not quite close on themselves
at large distances from the resonance center due to additional
perturbations from the Lindblad resonance, which is located
at about +19 km.
to help our analysis.
s2 =
(
a− aCER
0.62WCER
)2
+
(
λ− λCER
0.5LCER
)2
(9)
where s < 1 for bodies in the corotation resonance and
s > 1 for bodies outside the corotation resonance. The
coefficients in the denominators apply to the 7:6 corota-
tion resonance and are empirically determined such that
the phase space distance s remains relatively constant
over the course of librations in the corotation resonance.
4Table 1. Parameters of Saturn used for numerical simula-
tions, from Jacobson et al. (2006)
Parameter Value
RY 60268 km
GMY 37931207.7 km3s−2
J2 1.629071×10−2
J4 -9.3583×10−4
J6 8.614×10−5
Table 2. Parameters of Mimas used for numerical
simulations, corresponding to its position at UTC 2010-
100T00:00:00
Parameter Value
M 6.597×10−8MY
x 8.81807403961×10−4 AU
y 8.80075627975×10−4 AU
z 1.2509303717×10−5 AU
x˙ -5.70335493828×10−3 AU/day
y˙ 5.93108634437×10−3 AU/day
z˙ 2.10785127451×10−4 AU/day
3. METHODS
To examine the dynamics of multiple bodies in a coro-
tation eccentricity resonance, we numerically simulated
the motion of objects with orbits similar to Aegaeon,
which orbits Saturn within the 7:6 CER created by Mi-
mas. For orbital simulations, we used Mercury6 code
(Chambers 1999). Our orbital simulations considered
Saturn as the central mass and included terms up to J6
in its gravitational field. The constants used for these
simulations were taken from Jacobson et al. (2006) and
are found in Table 1. Mimas was included in all simu-
lations, with its initial state vectors from an arbitrary
date (UTC 2010-100T00:00:00) according to the SPICE
kernel sat393.bsp (Acton 1996, Table 2).
For each simulation, we modified the initial state vec-
tors of masses we placed in the same 7:6 corotation reso-
nance site with Mimas to set up a system similar to Ae-
gaeon’s ring arc. We used time-steps of 0.01 days in or-
der to observe carefully what happens during a close en-
counter. After an initial test with the Bulirsch-Stoer in-
tegrator, we chose the hybrid symplectic/Bulirsch-Stoer
integrator with the changeover at 3 Hill radii. Since a
libration in the phase space of the 7:6 corotation reso-
nance with Mimas takes about four years (Hedman et al.
2010; Mun˜oz-Gutie´rrez & Giuliatti Winter 2017), and a
close encounter between any two bodies generally occurs
twice each libration, ten-year simulations were sufficient
to observe an average of 15 close encounters per body
per simulation.
Aegaeon’s ellipsoidal axes and inferred mean density
(Thomas et al. 2013) give a mass estimate of 1.0× 1011
kg, but encounters with such small masses produce very
small changes in the phase space distance s. Hence,
in order to better document the changes in the parti-
cles’ orbits during a close encounter, we consider much
larger mass objects: 10 objects with masses of 2× 1013
kg and (optionally) one object with a mass of 6 × 1014
kg. This preserves the estimated mass ratio of 0.3 of
the total mass of all the other bodies in Aegaeon’s ring
arc to the mass of Aegaeon (Hedman et al. 2010). We
verified that increasing the masses changes the results
only quantitatively, not qualitatively, by experimenting
with smaller masses over larger timescales and by ob-
serving that changes in semi-major axis in asymmetric
mass interactions scale linearly with mass.
The initial positions of all bodies were distributed
randomly in (ecos$, esin$) space with 0.00001 < e <
0.0008 and (IcosΩ, IsinΩ) space with 0.00001◦ < I <
0.0917◦. For every simulation with the more massive
body, an additional simulation without the more mas-
sive body was performed, but with the same initial po-
sitions and velocities given to the other bodies.
After running each orbital simulation, we converted
the state vectors at each time-step to geometric orbital
elements using the equations and iterative method found
in Renner & Sicardy (2006). Using the geometric ele-
ments is important when considering orbits around an
oblate planet like Saturn because they do not exhibit
the artificial orbit-period variations seen in osculating
elements.
4. RESULTS
If we add another body of comparable mass (i.e.,
M3 'M4) to the same corotation site, the bodies in the
corotation site, which we call body 3 and body 4, can
have close encounters with each other. Although they
will have slightly different semi-major axes, the forcing
due to the nearby Lindblad resonance provides enough
eccentricity for the bodies to have a close encounter
when they share the same mean longitude, which gen-
erally happens twice per libration period. We describe
how we quantify these interactions in Section 4.1, and
summarize the distribution of outcomes in Section 4.2.
4.1. Quantifying close encounters
We define a close encounter as any time one body
is less than 6 Hill radii from another. For each close
encounter, we generate a series of plots documenting
change in the orbital properties of the two bodies (see
5Figure 3. A sample close encounter of equal-mass bodies. The result of this close encounter is that one body (cyan) moves
closer to exact corotation while the other (red) moves away from exact corotation. The mass of each body in this close encounter
is 2 × 1013 kg. The eccentricity at the start of the close encounter, e0, was 8.078 × 10−4 for body 3 and 6.779 × 10−4 for body
4. The angular momentum at the start of the close encounter, L0, was 5.0217 × 1025 kg m2/s for body 3 and 5.0221 × 1025 kg
m2/s for body 4. The total energy at the start of the close encounter, E0, was −2.2495× 1021 J for body 3 and −2.2492× 1021
J for body 4. The semi-major axis at the start of the close encounter, a0, was 167511 km for body 3 and 167534 km for body 4.
Figure 3). These plots show the path of one body in the
fixed frame of the other, the bodies’ trajectories in phase
space during the interaction, their phase space distance
from exact corotation defined in Equation 9, and their
changes in semi-major axis, eccentricity, angular mo-
mentum, and energy over the course of the interaction.
The top left panel of these plots shows the encounter
in the frame where body 3 is fixed, with up being the di-
rection of orbital motion. The dotted blue circle around
the red body marks its Hill radius. The dotted green
circle around the red body marks 3 Hill radii, which
is the boundary inside of which the integrator uses the
Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm. The cyan path shows the mo-
tion traced out by body 4, with an arrow indicating the
direction of motion.
The next plot down shows the paths in phase space
of body 3 (red) and body 4 (cyan) during the close en-
counter. Again, the bodies can interact even though
they are at different semi-major axes because of their
orbital eccentricities. In most cases, the change in semi-
major axis during a close encounter is small compared
to the oscillations of semi-major axis over the course of
a libration period.
The first two plots of the second column show the evo-
lution over time of the phase space distance from exact
corotation. The top one (cyan) is for body 4; the bot-
tom one (red) is for body 3. For the interaction shown in
Figure 3, body 3 (red) moves away from exact resonance
while body 4 (cyan) moves towards exact resonance.
The bottom plot in the second column shows the
change over time in eccentricity. The plots in the third
column show the change over time in angular momen-
tum, energy, and semi-major axis. An equation for an-
gular momentum in the context of the two-body problem
6Figure 4. Close encounter of symmetric masses in which both bodies move away from exact corotation. The mass of each
body in this close encounter is 2 × 1013 kg. The eccentricity at the start of the close encounter, e0, was 2.418 × 10−4 for body
3 and 6.32 × 10−4 for body 4. The angular momentum at the start of the close encounter, L0, was 5.0216 × 1025 kg m2/s for
body 3 and 5.0219 × 1025 kg m2/s for body 4. The total energy at the start of the close encounter, E0, was −2.2496 × 1021 J
for body 3 and −2.2493 × 1021 J for body 4. The semi-major axis at the start of the close encounter, a0, was 167502 km for
body 3 and 167523 km for body 4.
(cf. Equation 2.26 in Murray & Dermott 1999)
L = m
√
GMa(1− e2) (10)
shows that angular momentum is proportional to the
square root of the semi-major axis. This relation is
reflected in the plots shown. When we compute an-
gular momentum, however, we use a more fundamental
equation (cf. Equations 2.128-129 in Murray & Dermott
1999):
L = m|~r × ~v| (11)
Total energy is conserved during these close encounters
as long as it is computed in the fundamental way:
E =
N∑
i
(
V1,i +
1
2
miv
2
i
)
−
N∑
i6=j
Gmimj
rij
(12)
where V1,i is the potential energy due to the oblate cen-
tral body as computed in Equation 1. Note in Figure
3 the changes in L and E have opposite signs for bod-
ies 3 and 4, consistent with the two objects exchanging
energy and angular momentum.
4.2. Probability of different outcomes
Given the standard three-body picture of the co-
rotation resonance, where the sites of exact corotation
are treated as (time-averaged) potential maxima, one
might expect that conservation of energy would require
that if the phase space distance s of one body decreases,
that of the other body must increase. In fact, however,
we find encounters are equally likely to cause objects
to both move in the same direction relative to the res-
onance center. From our simulations, about 5000 close
encounters have been analyzed. In 49% of cases, one
body moves closer to exact resonance while the other
moves away, like the interaction depicted in Figure 3.
In 26% of cases, both bodies move away from exact res-
7Figure 5. Close encounter of asymmetric masses in which both bodies move towards exact corotation. The mass of body 3
(red) is 6 × 1014 kg and the mass of body 4 (cyan) is 2 × 1013 kg. The eccentricity at the start of the close encounter, e0, was
1.1134 × 10−3 for body 3 and 1.6571 × 10−3 for body 4. The angular momentum at the start of the close encounter, L0, was
1.5065 × 1027 kg m2/s for body 3 and 5.0215 × 1025 kg m2/s for body 4. The total energy at the start of the close encounter,
E0, was −6.7484× 1022 J for body 3 and −2.2497× 1021 J for body 4. The semi-major axis at the start of the close encounter,
a0, was 167513 km for body 3 and 167495 km for body 4.
onance. In 25% of cases, both bodies move towards
exact resonance. (With 5000 events the statistical un-
certainties in these fractions are all 2%.) Examples of
these encounters are shown in Figures 4 and 5. These
encounters explicitly conserve energy and angular mo-
mentum, so these unexpected results are not due to an
error in the code. The conservation of energy and an-
gular momentum holds even in cases where the bodies
have unequal masses, such as the encounter shown in
Figure 5.
We investigated whether any regions of phase space
favored certain outcomes. No obvious dependence on
any specific part of phase space for a certain type of
encounter outcome to occur can be seen in Figure 6.
This randomness in outcomes suggests that the long-
term evolution of bodies in a corotation eccentricity res-
onance does not differ qualitatively from the evolution
observed in these ten-year simulations.
5. DISCUSSION
The above simulations clearly show that close encoun-
ters between bodies within a corotation resonance do not
conserve the phase space distance s. To understand why
this is the case, we first examine the individual encoun-
ters shown in Figures 3-5, and show that the changes
in semi-major axis are consistent with the encounter ge-
ometries. We then argue that the classical understand-
ing of energy surfaces in corotation resonances is not
applicable here because the encounters occur on very
short timescales. Finally, we highlight some potential
implications of these findings for the stability of ring
arcs.
In the close encounter shown in Figure 3, body 4
(cyan) passes by ahead of body 3 (red) in their direction
8of orbital motion (up). Because of this, angular momen-
tum and energy are transferred from body 4 to body
3. This determines which direction the bodies move in
phase space. Since at the beginning of the interaction
body 3 has a semi-major axis greater than the semi-
major axis of exact corotation, and then gains angular
momentum and energy, its semi-major axis increases,
and it thus moves away from exact corotation. Body
4 also begins the interaction with a semi-major axis
greater than the semi-major axis of exact corotation,
but because it loses angular momentum and energy, its
semi-major axis decreases, so it moves towards exact
corotation.
In the close encounters shown in Figure 4 and in Fig-
ure 5, body 4 (cyan) passes by behind body 3 (red),
so angular momentum and energy are transferred from
body 3 to body 4. In Figure 4, body 3 begins the inter-
action with a semi-major axis less than the semi-major
axis of exact corotation, whereas body 4 begins with a
semi-major axis greater than that of exact corotation.
Since body 3 is losing angular momentum and energy,
its semi-major axis decreases, and it moves away from
exact corotation. Since body 4 is gaining angular mo-
mentum and energy, its semi-major axis increases, so it
also moves away from exact corotation.
In Figure 5, body 3 begins the interaction with a semi-
major axis greater than the semi-major axis of exact
corotation, whereas body 4 begins with a semi-major
axis less than that of exact corotation. Since body 3
is losing angular momentum and energy, its semi-major
axis decreases, and it moves towards exact corotation.
Since body 4 is gaining angular momentum and energy,
its semi-major axis increases, so it also moves towards
exact corotation.
As we can see in these examples, then, it is the combi-
nation of the epicyclic phase of the encounters and their
locations in phase space that determines which direction
the bodies move relative to exact corotation.
In all of these encounters, we can see that energy is
transferred from one body to the other, but total en-
ergy is conserved. Thus we can see that there is a differ-
ence between this energy and the energy maxima usu-
ally defined for corotation resonances (Goldreich et al.
1986; Sicardy 1991; Porco et al. 1995; Namouni & Porco
2002). This is because the classical picture of corota-
tion resonances involves averaging over many terms in
the potential, while these encounters occur over a short
timescale where those terms in the potential cannot be
ignored. This means that close encounters between bod-
ies within a corotation resonance will disperse particles
in phase space in a manner that is largely independent
of the corotation sites.
This basic finding has important implications for the
stability of ring arcs, particularly dense arcs like those
found in Neptune’s rings, where inter-particle collisions
should be common, and inelastic interactions such as
accretion can occur. On the one hand, such interac-
tions could be more apt to disperse material out of the
stable corotation sites. On the other hand, dissipative
collisions might not necessarily require material to move
away from the exact corotation sites. Detailed numerical
simulations of collisional ring arcs will likely be needed
to properly investigate these issues.
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